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ABSTRACT 
Himachal  Pradesh  (India),  having  85%  of its population  

in rural  areas  produces  1 million  tonnes of fruits yearly 

approximately,  out of which 85-88% are Apples. But due 

to catastrophic nature of climate in the region, people across 

the state suffer severe damage t o  their  c rops  cau s in g    

huge f i n a n c i a l  l o s s  every year. Anti Hail Guns firstly in 

India, were installed in Shimla district in particular apple 

growing areas, to prevent the damage to apples from 

Hailing. This Paper presents a credible Data Mining 

approach to discover the patterns and predict the formation  

of  hails  in  clouds,  so  that  guns  can  be fired  accurately  

well  in  time  reducing  damage  to fruit  from  hail  and  

minimizing   miss  gun  shots. Paper also presents the 

survey of work done in literature related to weather 

forecasting using data mining techniques.  Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) a  Data  Mining  algorithm  have  been  

implemented using different kernel functions upon 5 years 

weather data collected from the IMD (Indian Meteorological  

Department)  Shimla  to  predict hailing.   Performance   and 

p r e d i c t i o n    accuracy   of SVM   with   respect   to   all   

kernel   functions   and different size of training data have 

been analyzed to check the Sensitivity of the model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Weather prediction has been one of the most fascinating and 

challenging domain since past. Weather is one of the most 

functional and powerful constraint, which affects our lives 

in many ways. Adverse effects of weather may cause a 

great loss to our lives, belongings and properties. During 

the last decade availability of climate data has increased 

tremendously due to enhanced technology. And it is 

important  to  find  effective  and  accurate  tools  to 

analyze  and withdraw  hidden  knowledge  from  this data, 

which can play a very crucial role in understanding the 

climate variability in future. As climate affects various 

sectors like agriculture, vegetation, water resources and 

tourism etc. 

1.1 Anti Hail Gun 
Frequent  bad  weather  and  Hailstorm  events damaging  a  

huge  amount  of  crops  particularly  in Apple belts of 

Shimla district every year during last decade  raised  the  

alarm  over  the  situation.  Every year hailstorms destroys 

Apple crop worth crores of rupees. To address   this alarming   

issue r a i s e d    by farmers state government came up with 

Anti Hail Gun concept. Anti Hail Gun uses shockwaves to 

puncture the clouds formed over the region in order to 

prevent the formation of hails, and hence bring harmless 

rain instead of damaging hails .  It can be used in all 

places where the hails can cause a severe damage. Ex-

Automobile production unit. 

1.2 Data Mining 
The process of discovering interesting patterns from 

massive amounts of data. As a knowledge discovery 

process, it typically involves data cleaning, data integration, 

da ta  selection, data transformation, pattern   discovery,   

pattern   evaluation,   and knowledge p r e s e n t a t i o n .  The  

technique  which  one may use to get useful information 

from the available data depends  directly  to the domain  of 

application, type  of  data  and  especially  need  of  the 

customer/user.  Data  mining  an  application  of machine 

learning, as Data Mining concept uses the machine learning 

algorithms in many different ways to tackle the problem of 

finding out hidden useful information  from  huge  amount  

of  raw meteorological  data. [2, 18] 

 

1.3 Machine Learning 
Controls how computers can learn and boost their 

performance based on data. Main aim of a research aspect 

since a long time is to make computers such intelligent 

that  they can make independent intelligent decisions in 

any situation without human intervention. They should 

implicitly learn to observe, identify complex patterns 

and make intelligent decisions based on the data of their 

own. 

Types of Machine Learning: 

1.3.1     Supervised Learning 
Based upon the learning from available data and constructs a 

model, which classifies the new tuples to a particular class. 

Some examples of supervised learning techniques are 

SVM, decision tree [19] etc. 

1.3.2     Unsupervised Learning 
Implies clustering because initially no predefined classes 

are there in the data set. Clusters are built from the  

tuples wh i c h  h o l d s  some  s imi la r i ty  a n d  after that 

user can map these clusters to a particular class. 

Commonly one uses clustering to identify the classes within 

the data. Unsupervised model built cannot tell us about the 

semantic meaning of the clusters identified, because training 

data is unlabeled.eg. KNN. 

2.   BACKGROUND STUDY 
Available literature associated with data mining techniques 

applied in weather forecasting has been detailed technique 

wise below. 

2.1 Support Vector Machine 
SVM again a classification algorithm used for 

differentiating or classifying the data/tuples in to different 

classes based upon the maximum margin concept between 

the support vectors. Many kernel functions are used for 
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transforming the high dimensional  data into different  

plane  where  it gets easy  to  partitions   the  data  into  

two  classes   i.e. making  data  linear  separable.  Used  for  

predicting max temperature and weather events coupled 

with regression technique aiming to enhance the 

performance  or  predicting  power  of  the  algorithm [21-

23].A good choice of Kernel function is very important for 

effective SVM based classification. It transforms the non-

linear separable data into high dimensional s p a c e  where it 

becomes ea sy  to separate the classes by maximum margin 

between support vectors. An appropriate Kernel function 

provides learning capability to SVM. Four types of Kernel 

Functions have been used for experimentation. 

Table1. SVM Kernels 

Types 

of 

kernels 

Full Name Functions 

NP Normalized 

Polynomial 

Kernel 

K(x,y)=<x,y>/sqrt(<x,x><y,y>) 

Where<x,y>=Poly kernel<x,y> 

PK Poly Kernel K(x,y)=<x,y>^p or 

(<x,y>+1)^p 

PUK Pearson VII 

Function Based 

Universal 

Kernel 

𝑓 𝑥 = 𝐻/[1 +  2 𝑥

− 𝑥˳ 
 2

1
𝜔

−
1

𝜎
 

2

]𝜔  

RBF Radial Basis 

Function Kernel 

K(x,y)=e^-(gamma*<x-y><x-

y>^2) 

 

2.2 Decision Tree 
A supervised classification algorithm[19] which have 

different varieties in internal node splitting algorithm like 

ID3,CART,C4.5,Gini Index have been implemented by 

authors in predicting temperature, rainfall, evaporation, 

wind speed and weather events [3,8,9,11]. As it is 

supervised algorithm, previous years or day’s data is used 

for training the classifier and then used for prediction 

purpose of unlabeled data. 

2.3 K-Nearest Neighbor 
KNN   as   name   implies   consider   the   K   nearest 

numbers   of already classified   tuples i n  o r d e r  t o  assign 

the label to newer one. Nearest measured by Euclidean 

distance. Other distance measures like Manhattan,   

Minkowski   can a l s o  b e  used , b u t  a s  errors are 

normally distributed thus solution by least square   i.e.   

Euclidean   distance   gives   appropriate results. 

Temperature, humidity, weather events have been predicted 

individually or by mixing with clustering technique. [4, 6] 

2.4 Artificial Neural Network 
ANN having some input layers, hidden layers and output  

layers  is  used  for  predicting   the  weather events  by  

using  the  previous  data(supervised)   in order  to adjust  

its weights  associated  with  each  of the   neurons/nodes   

in   hidden   layers   nodes,   and running  the model till the 

errors gets minimized  to the already classified instances, 

termed as back propagation neural network and as Multi 

Layer Perceptron in Waikato Environment of knowledge 

Analysis  (WEKA)  [20]  used  for  temperature, rainfall, 

wind speed prediction[5,7,8,13]. 

 

2.5 Clustering 
Unsupervised  technique  used for grouping  the data or 

instances  based  upon  some  similarity  measures. As one 

is not  aware  in the  start about  the  label  for the tuples,  so 

data  is grouped  by some  similar  feature and  given   a  

class  name,   and  thus  followed   by adding the more 

tuples having same characteristics. In practical way can be 

understood as when a new species of animal or reptiles is 

found which have different characteristics  to all others 

already known to human kind, a new name is given to that 

one and all other found in future having similar features are 

assigned to this new category. Used for temperature, 

humidity, cloudburst prediction [6, 10, 16] also exploited by 

mixing with KNN too. 

3.   METHODOLOGY 
Steps followed initially from raw data to the evaluation of 

SVM classifier has been listed below 

 
Figure1. Steps followed in retrieving knowledge from data 

set. 

3.1 Creation of Training and Test Data Sets 
5 years Data collected from IMD is partitioned into two 

sets for training and testing of classifier.  2010-2013(4  

years)  data set is clustered  season  wise i.e. Winter  

(December  to  March),  Summer  (March  to June) and 

Rainy  or Monsoon  (June to September).2014 data cluster 

used for testing purpose.  Outliers like vacant fields or 

unexpected v a l u e s  have been filled with average ones or 

removed. 

3.2 Adding Class Attribute HAIL  
Threshold values for all attributes of 3 clusters have been  

set  after  analyzing  the  various  hail  affecting parameters,  

past  years  frequency  of  hails  in  each month and how 

other parameters  affects each other contributing to 

formation of hails [24]. 

 

Threshold limits for Class attribute are set as: 

Winter Season 

IF (MaxTemp<=17, MinTemp>=3.5, 

SealevelPressure>1610, Relative Humidity>=50   OR   

Wind Speed>0) then Hail=Yes 

Summer Season 

IF (MaxTemp<24, MinTemp>10, SealevelPressure>1560, 

RelativeHumidity>=55 OR Wind Speed>0) t h e n  

Hail=Yes 
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Monsoon Season 

IF (MaxTemp<23, MinTemp>14, 

SealevelPressure>1580, RelativeHumidity>=65 OR 

Wind Speed>0) t h e n  Hail=Yes 

As Rainfall and Hail are only different form of precipitates   

which   condenses   at   different temperature and altitude. 

Wind direction also not considered due to similar 

characteristics as of wind speed in the data set. 

3.3 Parameters Observed 
WEKA is used for implementing SVM and Results and   

Performances    metrics   like   Accuracy,   Root Mean 

Square Error (RMSE), Area under Receiver Operating 

Characteristics Curve (ROC), Precision, Recall, True 

Positive Rate (TP), False Positive Rate (FP) and False 

Negative (FN) have been observed for all kernel functions. 

3.3.1     Accuracy: 
Number of instances correctly classified /total no. of 

instances. Along  with  true  positive  rate  of the  data  we 

have keep  an eye on false  positive  rate  also  which  will 

cause a false alarm and miss gunshots. 

3.3.2     ROC Curve: 
A plot that explains the performance of a classifier. 

Plotting True Positive Rate along y-axis and False Positive 

Rate along x-axis creates ROC curve. More the area under 

the curve more will be its performance. 

3.3.3     Precision: 
Fraction of instances correctly classified as +ve out of all 

instances the algorithm classified as +ve i.e. TP/ (TP+FN) 

3.3.4     Recall: 
Fraction of instances correctly classified as +ve out of all 

+ve instances i.e. TP/ (TP+FN). 

 

4.  RESULTS ANALYSIS 
SVM is applied on two different sizes of data sets in order 

to check the Sensitivity of the SVM model. Sensitivity   of 

t h e  s y s t e m  refers h o w  t h e  o u t p u t , results    of   

system/model    changes    when corresponding    input    

data    is   changed.    Crucial method to  analyze 

pe r fo r ma nce  a n d  scalability o f  the model built. 

 

4.1 Training Data Set = 734 instances 

(March-August of 4years), Test Data 

Set=184 instances of 2014. 
Table 2: Confusion Matrix 

NP 

Kernel 

Poly 

Kernel 

PUK RBF 

Kernel 

Class 

HAIL 

a b a b a b a b 

16 3 16 3 16 3 0 19 a=Yes 

3 162 2 163 1 164 0 165 b=No 

 
Table 3: Accuracy, RMSE and ROC Curve area 

 NP 

Kernel 

Poly 

Kernel 

PUK RBF 

Kernel 

Accuracy 96.7391 97.2826 97.8261 89.6739 

RMSE 0.1806 0.1648 0.1474 0.3213 

ROC Curve 

area 

0.912 0.915 0.918 0.5 

 

4.2 Training Data Set = 1458 instances 

(Seasonal wise of 4years) Test Data 

Set=273 instances of 2014. 
Table 4: Confusion Matrix 

NP 

Kernel 

Poly 

Kernel 

PUK RBF 

Kernel 

Class 

HAIL 

a b a b a b a b 

2 26 2 26 4 24 2 26 a=Yes 

29 216 29 216 45 200 29 216 b=No 

 
Table 5: Accuracy, RMSE and ROC Curve area 

 
NP 

Kernel 

Poly 

Kernel 
PUK 

RBF 

Kernel 

Accuracy 79.8535 79.8535 74.8938 79.8535 

RMSE 0.4488 0.4488 0.5027 0.4488 

ROC Curve 

area 0.477 0.477 0.48 0.47 

 

 

Figure 2.Comaprison of normalized values of Precision, 

Accuracy, Recall and ROC area for both different sizes 

of Training Data set. 

 

5.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
After observing the simulated results and various 

performance  metrics  it  is  clear  that  variation  in  the size 

of input data affects the outputs and performance of  

classifier  significantly.  In  small  data  size simulation 

PUK Kernel comes out to be best among others  having  

large  areas  under  ROC  curve  and  all other parameters 

and when size of input data size gets large, PUK 

performance decreases while others gives better results. 

SVM gives better results with all its different kernel 

functions and can be deployed in real scenario   and   in   

future   Wireless   Sensor   Network (WSN)  can  be  

deployed  in  the  apple  belt  region  to collect  the  weather  

attributes  periodically   in combination   with  SVM  to  

predict  the  hailing  and making installation of anti hail 

guns more worthy. 
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